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Abstract

are compressed using two different entropy encoders. The
DC coefficient of the current block is first predicted using
that of the previous block. The prediction error is then
coded using one of the entropy encoders. This prediction
has the following two shortcomings. The first shortcoming
is that it does not predict AC coefficients. The second is that
some pixels in the previous block are located far from the
current block, and therefore cannot accurately predict the
current block.
In the following, a simple algorithm is proposed in
order to achieve more accurate prediction. This spatial
block prediction is performed before DCT, as shown in
Figure 1. Let f(x, y) with 0 ≤ x, y < 8 denote the pixels
within the current block, and p(x, y) denote the prediction
of f(x, y). The image to be compressed is divided into
blocks of 8×8 pixels. If the current block is neither on the
first row nor the first column of blocks, the pixels above and
to the left of the current block have been previously
encoded and decoded according to the conventional coding
order of blocks. Instead of all the pixels within a previously
decoded block, the pixels on the two lines above and on the
two columns to the left of the current block are used to
predict the current block, as shown in Figure 2. The current
block will be predicted using one of the two different
prediction modes: DC prediction and plane prediction.

The standard JPEG algorithm is improved by increasing its
compression efficiency and reducing block artifacts. The
improved algorithm first uses spatial block prediction to
reduce spatial redundancy, then uses DCT, quantization,
and entropy coding to compress the prediction errors. The
spatial block prediction has two modes: DC prediction and
plane prediction, each of them followed by a block
smoother. Simulation results show that the improved
algorithm achieves a bit rate saving of up to 13.7%,
compared with the standard JPEG algorithm. It also
improves subjective image quality by reducing blocking
artifacts.

1. Introduction
JPEG algorithm is a standard algorithm that is widely used
for compression of continuous-tone (multilevel), gray scale
1
and color, still images. It has been shown that the JPEG
algorithm offers good image quality at bit rates above 0.5
bit/pixel, but results in unacceptable blocking artifacts at bit
2
rates under 0.25 bit/pixel. Many applications require lower
bit rates with higher image quality. Hence, numerous
researchers are working to improve the JPEG algorithm, or
to propose new and more efficient algorithms for image
coding.
The JPEG algorithm is based on the discrete cosine
transform (DCT), scalar quantization and entropy coding.
The image to be compressed is first divided into blocks of
8×8 pixels. The pixels of each block then undergo the twodimensional DCT. The resulting DCT coefficients are scalar
quantized and compressed using entropy coding.
This paper proposes a simple algorithm for increasing
the compression efficiency and for reducing blocking
artifacts of the JPEG algorithm. This algorithm first uses
spatial block prediction to reduce spatial redundancies, then
uses DCT, quantization, and entropy coding to compress the
prediction errors. Hence, the novelty of the algorithm
resides in the spatial block prediction.

2.1. DC Prediction Mode
If both f(x, -1) and f(-1, y) for 0 ≤ x, y < 8 are inside the
image,
p( x, y) =

7

1 7
 ∑ f (i,−1) + ∑ f (−1, j )
16 i = 0
j=0


If only f(x, -1) for 0 ≤ x < 8 is inside the image,
p( x, y) =

1 7
∑ f (i,−1)
8 i=0

If only f(-1, y) for 0 ≤ y < 8 is inside the image,
p( x, y) =

2. Spatial Block Prediction

1
8

7

∑ f (−1, j)

j=0

Otherwise, the current block is the first block of the image,
p(x, y)=128.

The standard JPEG algorithm involves a straightforward
spatial prediction. After DCT, the DC and AC coefficients
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the improved JPEG encoder.
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Figure 2. Current block and the pixels used for prediction.

7

 A = ∑ xf ( x,1)
x=0

7
C = ∑ f ( x,−1)

x=0
 a = (2 A − 7C ) / 84

 b=0
c = (35C − 7 A) / 84


2.2. Plane Prediction Mode
p( x, y) = a x + b y + c
where a, b, and c are the parameters of the plane. The plane
approximates the decoded pixels by minimizing the mean
square error. If f(x, -2), f(x, -1), f(-2, y) and f(-1, y) for 0 ≤ x,
y < 8 are inside the image, let
−1
7
7 −1

 A = ∑ ∑ x f ( x, y) + ∑ ∑ x f ( x, y)
x = −2 y = −2
x = 0 y = −2

−1
7
7 −1

 B = ∑ ∑ y f ( x, y) + ∑ ∑ y f ( x, y)
x = −2 y = −2
x = 0 y = −2

−1
7
7 −1

C = ∑ ∑ f ( x, y) + ∑ ∑ f ( x, y)
x = −2 y = −2
x = 0 y = −2


If only f(-1, y) for 0 ≤ y < 8 is inside the image,
7

 B = ∑ yf (−1, y)

y=0

7
 C = ∑ f (−1, y)

y=0
a=0

 b = (2 B − 7C ) / 84
c = (35C − 7 B) / 84


The parameters are calculated by
a = (11204 A + 6400 B − 12714C ) / 2349156
b = (6400 A + 11204B − 12714C ) / 2349156
c = (83619C − 12714A − 12714B) / 2349156

Otherwise, the current block is the first block of the image,
a = 0, b = 0, and c = 128.

If only f(x, -1) for 0 ≤ x < 8 is inside the image,

2.3. Block Smoother
The prediction modes described above may result in
abrupt changes between the predictions and the neighboring
blocks that are already decoded. This abrupt changes may
lead to large prediction errors and visible blocking artifacts.
In order to get a smooth transition between the
predictions and the neighboring blocks, a block smoother is
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at least 2%, and up to 13.7%, compared with the standard
JPEG algorithm.
Besides bit rate reduction, the improved algorithm also
improves subjective image quality by reducing blocking
artifacts at low bit rates. It is well known that the human
perception is very sensitive to blocking artifacts in the
regions with slowly varying luminance. The plane
prediction can accurately predict slowly varying luminance,
and thus reduce blocking artifacts in these regions. The
block smoother creates a smooth transition between blocks,
and also reduces blocking artifacts. Figure 4 shows two
decoded images obtained using the improved and standard
algorithms. These images have almost the same PSNR. The
improved algorithm requires 9.6% less bits than the
standard algorithm. It was found that the image obtained
using the improved algorithm has much less blocking
artifacts than that obtained using the standard algorithm.

applied to the results of the predictions. The block smoother
is performed by the following average operation:
f(x, y) = [f(x, y-1) + f(x-1, y) + f(x, y+1) + f(x+1, y)]/4,
for 0 ≤ x, y < 8
The block smoother is applied to each pixel within the
current block, starting from the top left corner of the block
and proceeding pixel by pixel, and row by row, to the
bottom right corner. For the pixels on line 0 and column 0
(shown in Figure 2), one or two pixels from decoded blocks
are used in the operation. For the pixels on the last line and
column, one or two of the four pixels are not available. The
average is then calculated using two or three available
pixels. The average result is immediately assigned to pixel
(x, y) and is used for calculating the averages of the
following pixels. Hence, it is a recursive procedure. The
values of decoded pixels are partially propagated into the
block, making a smooth transition between the predictions
and the neighboring blocks. This block smoother is similar
to the low pass extrapolation used in MPEG-4 for block
3,4
padding.

5. Conclusions

2.4. Prediction Mode Selection
For each block, one of the two prediction modes is used
to predict the block. The criterion for prediction mode
selection is the sum of absolute prediction errors. The
prediction mode that yields the smaller sum of absolute
prediction errors is chosen.

The improved algorithm for image coding adds a spatial
prediction module to the standard JPEG algorithm. The
spatial prediction uses pixels, which are previously decoded
and are close to the current block, to predict all the pixels in
the current block. It has two modes: DC prediction mode
and plane prediction mode followed by a block smoother.
The improved algorithm is simple to implement. It achieves
lower bit rates and higher subjective image quality than the
standard JPEG algorithm.

3. Coding Issues
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Figure 3. Bit rate reduction achieved using the improved algorithm as a function of PSNR, compared with the JPEG algorithm.
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Figure 4. Blocking artifacts resulting from different algorithms, (a) improved algorithm requiring 0.28 bit/pixel, (b) standard JPEG
algorithm requiring 0.31bit/pixel.
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